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10:43 urban history review thompson, dorothy j. memphis under the ptolemies. princeton: princeton university
press, 1988. irrigation and drainage in the early ptolemaic fayyum - dorothy j. thompson ... the fayyum
under ptolemies 11 and iii in the 250s and 240s bce. these papers are a mix of personal and public documents
but it is mainly official correspon- dence, the records of contracts with which these engineers were involved,
and their accounts, that i want to look at here.3 in addition to these petrie papyri, ,a cache of personal
documents (not cartonnage) from ... ancient world 2012 - princeton university - front cover image
courtesy of the egypt exploration society. the image is from the cover of memphis under the ptolemies, second
edition by dorothy j. thompson, featured on page 6. is the mother of alexander the great in the tomb at
... - memphite serapeum near to the sphinxes (figure 10) and dorothy thompson in her 1988 book on memphis
under the ptolemies suggested that the semicircle had guarded the entrance of the first tomb of alexander the
great at memphis. display week 24 lower g floor - bodleian.ox - 306.5 t.52 thompson, d. j. memphis under
the ptolemies 317 tot cultus deorum studia religionum ad historiam : in memoriam istván tóth 331 h.1s
medinet madi : archaeological guide some remarks on the historical topography of saqqara in ... - in
the wake of an overall study of memphis during the ptolemaic period made by dorothy thompson 2 it seems
only right to undertake a similar study of the town necropolis and produce a synthesis of existing
archaeological and written sources concerning ptole- the bulletin - duke university - tions from north
saqqara and buhen (london 1978); d.j. thompson, memphis under the ptolemies (princeton 1988) 83-84,
93-95; g. vittmann, Ägypten und die fremden (mainz 2003) 155-179. jane rowlandson (ed.), women and
society in greek and ... - and rome2 (1992), dorothy thompson’s memphis under the ptolemies (1988),
naphtali lewis’s greeks in ptolemaic egypt (1986)—then to ulrich wilcken’s urkunden der ptolemderzeit (1927).
counting the people in hellenistic egypt - assets - counting the people in hellenistic egypt
thehistoricalstudiesofthissecondvolumeprovideanewlookattheeconomicand social history of ptolemaic egypt.
the greek documentary papyri as a linguistically ... - the greek documentary papyri as a linguistically
heterogeneous corpus: the case of the “ katochoi of the sarapeion” archive klaas bentein “eirene, daughter
of silvanus, whose mother is senpnouthis ... - thursday, 22 october egyptian priests and temples under
the ptolemies read: 1) d. thompson, memphis under the ptolemies, 99-143. rough draft of paper 2 due in class
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